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ABSTRACT 

United Cable Television won the franchise to build 
the system in Baltimore, MArylAnd. This plant will 
have extremely high density in some sections of the 
city. ln addition, the plant was bid and will be built At 
550 MHz. These factors combine to present difficult 
and unique design challenges. 

This paper will address the approAch used by 
United's Engineering Department, in con~nction with 
Jerrold Electronics, to solve these problems. A 
detailed set of requirements will be presented and the 
techniques used to meet these requirements will be 
given. In addition, some of the more unusual aspects 
of the design criteria will be discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Baltimore franchise was one of the last of the 
major urban areas to be bid by CATV operators. City 
officials there were familiar with the recent history 
of extravAgant franchising proposAls followed by 
operator failure to follow through completely on the 
promises mAde. The request for proposi.ls issued by 
Baltimore specified that the bidders present a 
realistic and financiAlly viAble plan which would 
represent the plant as it would actually be built. 

This requirement necessitAted a good deal of 
engineering research on which to base the bid. This 
research was undertaKen by United's Engineering 
Department along with the Franchise Department and 
utilized the services of several outside consultants. 
Combined with the information provided by the City in 
it's RFP, the reseArch revealltd some very interesting 
facts which would have to be considered in both the 
proposal and the actual build. Thes• included items 
which we had not encountered before or seen only 
rarely. For instAnce, a large portion of plAnt in the 
center of the system was termed the 'street crossing 
Area'. This referred to the fact that no urial cable of 
any Kind was permitted to cross the streets from one 
blocK to the next. NAturally this necessitAted the use 
of risers and underground plAnt to maintain 
continuity. The additionAl footage, not to mention the 
extra costs, had to be considered in the design. 

Another item of pArticular concern WAS the 
concentration of row homes in this same general 
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geographic areA. Row homes in Bi.ltimore represent a 
significant portion of the totAl homes passed so they 
are an important part of the system. However, at least 
in this pArticular city, they tend to be clustered only 
in certain Areas. This leads to small geographic areas 
which contAin a very large number of homes and which 
are right ntxt to areas with a more normd urban 
density. Methods for locating and identifying the row 
home ari'AS, as well as how to properly include thtm in 
the design, became a topic of prime interest. 

Along this same line we found that Bdtimore does 
not have as high a percentAge of apartment houses or 
condominiums <MDU's) as most of the other urban 
systems we have built. Those that do exist tend to be 
very lArge and many are multiple story buildings AS 
opposed to only two or three stories. Agi.in, this 
leads into A very high number of residences contained 
within a relAtively small area. Methods for designing 
and building vertical plAnt have been refined by the 
Industry ovl'r the years, but this was the first time 
we had tried this type of plAnt with 550 H Hz 
technology. 

Additional items which were uncovered by the 
research included An open wire fire Alarm circuit, built 
aeriAlly in some areAs of the City, which could affect 
the routing of large portions of plant. Since the City 
was desirous of minimum strut dAmAge they hoped 
that underground plant could be built using existing 
conduit. This approach, while it had some cost benefit, 
would limit routing flexibility, but hAd to at least be 
considered. All in all, we were fAced with designing 
and constructing a major new system with some very 
unusual feAtures. 

SYSTEM PEHOGRAPHICS 

The City of Bdtimore, as frAnchised, includes 
some 302 ,6SO homes and hAs been described AS the 
City of Neighborhoods. While suffering from of the 
same troubles experienced by many lArge cities, 
Baltimore has a fAirly strong economy And many 
innovAtive sociAl programs. The wei.th•r is mild, AS A 
rule, and should hAve no impAct on the cable design. 

The City is shaped roughly liKe the state of Nevada 
and fronts on the PatApsco River and ChesApeaKe BAy. 
It is divided ApproximAtely in hdf by the Jones Falls 



Expressw&y whith provides a natural design boundary. 
Existing utility poles are plated in streets or alleys, 
resulting in few ba.tl<y&rd easements. Street 
tomposition varies but some ro&ds tonsist of several 
layers of tobblestone, asphalt and thic:K (up to 12"> 
tontr•te. Some streets tont&in buried trolley tr&tKs. 

Baltimore t&n reteive eight lota.l off-air signals 
plus four from W&shington D.C. Hilly terrain ta.uses 
potl<ets of poor off-air reteption. The residents are 
attive television viewers &nd have & very high 
pertenta.ge of VCR penetr&tion. There is no history of 
a. previous p&y TV sevite in the c:ity, suth a.s MDS, so 
reteptivity to table servites is expetted to be good. 
Due to the density of dwelling units &nd l&tl< of open 
&reas there are few home T~O antennas. There is 
some SMATV &ttivity in the &rea. and most of the 
surrounding County is served by Cable. The tity has 
virtually no room for outward expansion so future 
growth will probably tonsist of high density MDU's. 

SYSTEM LAYOUT-GENERAL 

Due to the general size and shape of the c:ity, and 
tal<ing the etonomics of th• build into consider&tion, a 
decision was m&de during the franchise protess to 
serve the system from two headend/hub locations. 
Each hub would feed &bout one-half of the system. 
Hub boundaries were defined by the c:ity lilllits and the 
Jones Fall Rxpessway. 

The m&in downtown &rl!&, referred to &S the Core 
Area, consists mainly of businesses with a few 
residentes stattered throughout. City governmnent 
offices ar• ~enerally loc&ted in this &rea. For this 
reason substriber plant will be extended only to those 
areas with dwelling units. The balante of the Core 
Area is to be fed with a high-split InstitutionAl 
NetworK. 

After testing off-air reteption &nd &n&lyzing 
potential terrestrial interferente levels, a site in the 
East hub was sell!tted for the main headend lotation, 
Also tonsiderl!d during the sit• selection protess was 
the need for a f&irly well tentralized loc&tion within 
the hub boundary so that trunl< cast&des could be held 
to a minimum. Prior to final equipment selettion it 
was felt that maximum trunK cascadl! would have to be 
l<ept within the 20 to 24 amplifier rang11. A similarly 
located site for the hub was tentatively identified in 
the West h&lf of the c:ity. The main hudend was 
designed to be the primary reception facility. It would 
feed &11 signals to the hub fatility for distibution in 
th&t hub area. High levels of mitrowave interferente 
&nd poor off-air reception limited the practicality of 
plating more than one reteption fatility within the 
franthise are&. The m&in he&dend and hub are to be 
interconnected via & 2-way linl<. Single mode fiber was 
eventually seletted for this purpose over FH to&x or 
mitrowave due to its relatively low cost and extellent 
technital p&r&meters. 

Lil<e any large city, Bal'timore has areas which are 
not as wholesome as others. Distussions with thl! 
other utilities tonvinted us that it would be beneficial 
to exerc:ise caution in the platement of line 
elet'tronics. To this end, two sl!par&te design methods 
were proposed. The first c&lll!d for line elettronits to 
be loc&ted wherever they &ttu&lly fell in the design. 

The setond method tailed for elettronits to be plated 
only on street poles rather than down inside an alley 
or batl<yard easement. The setond method would have 
to utilize high gain power-doubling or quadra-powered 
amplifiers so as not to shorten the overall effec:tive 
length of the feeder lines. Higher plant and associated 
powering tosts had to be inc:luded in tonsidering this 
approath. The attual design will be a tombination of 
both approathes, rather than extlusively one ot the 
other, to provide the most effitient system possible 
for the physital c:irtumstantes in eath area. 

SYSTEM LAYOUT-AERIAL 

Initial on-site inspec:tion of the Baltimore a.:-~'l 

inditated that the vast majority of the plant would be 
aerial. In fatt, about 85'Y. of the plant will be built 
above ground. As previously noted, most of the 
existing utility plant is built on poles lotated on 
streets or in alleys. 

What starts out as a fairly straightforward aerial 
table plant is quitl<ly tomplitated by a number of 
fac:tors. The first of these, and a major item in the 
overall design, is a lad< of tontinuity. Many of the 
alleys are 'L' or 'T' shaped. Feeds into these alleys 
must tome from a lateral street. The lateral runs must 
be plated at least every other street, and sometimes 
at every street, in order to pitl< up all the alleys. The 
end result is a design whith is not as effitient as one 
with straight alleys. 

A setond complicating factor is the latK of aerial 
crossings where the alleys are straight. As previously 
noted, in one particular part of the city there is a 
complete restriction against aerial c:ables tonnetting 
the alleys over the street. At the last pole in eath 
alley the cable, if it needs to c:ontinue across the 
street, must be placed in a riser and transverse the 
road underground. On the other side it is brought up in 
another riser and continues aerially. Ttn" process 
adds a lot of cable footage to each run for the risers. 
Each alley will contain only three or four poles. The 
end poles are anchored, so they must be set in from 
the street fifteen to twenty feet. Since few of these 
poles are set on the street there are limited numbers 
of lateral routes available. Again, design efficiency 
suffers from a lacK of flexibility due to the physical 
configuration of the existing utility system. 

The third complicating factor is the age, condition 
and size of the existing utility poles and plant. These 
items directly affect the design and must be included 
in the overall planning considerations for the system 
layout. The existing aerial utility plant in Baltimore 
has been in place for many years. The poles are 
relatively short and in the Kind of shape one would 
expect for the age of these installations. Thl.' 
designer must l<eep these factors in mind since there 
is not a lot of room available on the poles for Cable 
TV equipment. Rearrangements on this plant are 
costly and time c:onsuming so creat care must be 
exercised, where possible, in the placement of 
multiple di'vices at any one location. 

All of these factors occur in the area of thl' city 
with the highest percentage of row homes. This means 
that plant in this area will be passing 600 to 800 
homes or more per mile. With a system wide average of 
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48 poles per mile, each pole location will be feeding 
12.5 to 16.6 passings. Some isolated cases exist where 
SO or more telephone drops are required at an 
individua.l pole. Similar numbers of Cable drops can be 
anticipated unless techniques besides dedicated taps 
are used. 

SYSTii: M LA YOUT-UNDii:RGROUND 

The underground portion of the Baltimore plant is 
a. much smaller part of the overall build but no less 
complicated than the a.eria.l plant. The City, from the 
outset of the project, has been concerned about 
damage to the streets resulting from underground 
construction. For this reason they originally 
requested tha. t the winning bidder consider using 
existing conduit within the franchise area.. Attempts 
were made to determine the exact location and 
condition of any such conduit systems. Indications 
were that the City and the Power and Telephone 
companies all had unused conduit in place. The City's 
conduit was determined to be unusable for various 
reasons. The Power company did not have sufficient 
conduit available and the use of what was there was 
eliminated by grounding and isola.timl strictures 
required by the City and the Phone company. The 
Telephone company had conduit available but placed so 
many conditions on installation procedures that this 
was not a. viable alternative. Any of the existing 
conduit systems, if usable, would have placed severe 
restrictions on the ability to route the plant 
efficiently. 

The City's concern over street damage arose from 
the composition of the streets themselves and the 
methods used to do underground construction up to 
that time. Many of the streets consist of several 
layers of various ma.teria.ls including cobblestone, 
a.spha.lt and concrete. Some streets a.lso contain buried 
trolley tracks. As information is developed regarding 
the exact location of the streets with heavy substrata. 
this data. will be supplied to the designer so that 
these roads can be avoided wherever possible. The 
actual construction will utilize a. rocksaw to cut 4" 
wide slits rather than the 2' foot wide trenches which 
had a.lwa.ys been done before. The City's acceptance of 
this construction method has freed the designer to 
route the system as needed for the most efficient 
design. 

EQUIPMENT Sli:Lii:CTIDN 

The initial decision to build the Ba.ltimore plant at 
SSO MHz narrowed the equipment considerations to the 
latest available gear. Cable selection was based on 
the need for very low attenuation due, to the high 
design frequency, and the requirement that any cable 
used be extremely easy to handle because of the 
physica.l difficulties expected to be encountered 
during construction. Other factors taken into account 
for cable selection included availability and cost. 
Considerable attention was paid to the cascade 
lengths which would result given the attenuation of 
various brands and sizes of cable. Working from scaled 
maps and using various routing schemes and spacings, 
the cables were compared to see which would yield the 
lowest tota.l amplifier usage. '!'he cable which was 
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finally selected combined a. low attenuation with good 
handling characteristics and which was available in 
sufficient quantities in the time frames needed. 

Drop Cable 

Drop cable was analyzed in much the same manner 
as the plant cable. A drop budget was devised which 
detailed the signal requirements for a. typica.l 
installation. li:a.ch drop had an average length of 150' 
and had to provide a. specified signa.l level to the 
converter. li:a.ch installation a.lso included the loss for 
a. 2-wa.y splitter. This method of drop budget planning 
was also used to determine the optimum tap output 
levels and tilt for feeder design. Drop budget 
consider& tions included overall feeder line 
configuration in the a.na.lysis since different tap 
outputs, as required by the various drop cable 
a. ttenua. tions, determined overall line ex tender 
requirements and usage levels. 

In addition to these considerations, the shielding 
effectiveness of the different cables was carefully 
a.na.lyzed. This was considered to be an especially 
important factor in a. major urban market such as 
Ba.ltimore. Naturally, the cost and availability of the 
cables Ca.nd the connectors as well> also entered into 
the selection decision. The cable type finally chosen 
was a. tri-shield construction RG-6 which used a. 
commonly available connector. 

Active Devices 

The selection of the system amplifiers was 
perhaps the most difficult aspect of the entire design 
criteria.. The first step in this area. was to decide on 
an overall design approach. For various reasons, a. 
more or less standard tree and branch approach was 
selected over switched-star or other configurations. 
Once this decision was made, several amplifier 
manufacturers were contacted to obtain detailed 
specifications of their gear. 

As in the case of the cable, a. thorough a.na.lysis 
was done on paper of the various brands of equipment. 
The a.na.lysis was done in severa.l stages , the first 
being to find amplifiers with sufficient gain to make 
the spacings assumed during the cable selection 
process. 

The second stage consisted of drawing up a. list of 
minimum operating specifications for the system. 
These included carrier to noise, composite triple beat, 
cross-modulation, single second order, composite 
second order and peak to valley response for several 
different cascades. All of the amplifiers were 
subjected to a. ma.thema.tica.l a.na.lysis of various 
combinations of types Cie. standard, feed-forward, 
power-doubling, etcl, with varying amounts of gain and 
operating levels to determine performance. 

The third step was the preliminary selection of the 
amplifier supplier. This was followed by physica.l 
testing of the amplifiers in environmenta.l chambers to 
determine actual as opposed to theoretical 
performance. The results of these tests led to the 
find refinement of operating levels and system 
specifications. Included in the final spec callout, in 
addition to the items noted above, were hum 



modulAtion, thermal control limits and powering 
details. 

Coincidental to th11 development of forward system 
operAting specifications, the return system was also 
specified. The sAme steps were ustd in the analysis 
And the same specificAtion categories detailed. An 
operAting spec for the Institutional network wAs also 
devised based on the subscriber system equipment and 
cAble vendors. In all instAnces, the derivAtion of 
system operAting specificAtions was based on worst 
cAse conditions. 

Passives 

The selection of system passiv&s, including taps, 
was based primarily on the determination of the 
amplifier vendor. Taps had Already been analyz11d in 
some detail in the drop budgets. The main criteria for 
passive• wAs insertion loss at the high frequencies 
And the relAtive flAtness of attenuation over the 
passbAnd. AgAin, lab tests were performed on the 
passives to confirm published specs. The vendor 
supplying the system Actives was also picked to 
supply the passives. 

Power Supplies; and Powering 

Power plays a much larger role in expanded 
bandwidth systems thAn it ever hAs before. In order to 
carry a high number of channels with acceptable 
distortions an operator must use one of the newer 
amplifier technologies. Feed-forward, power-doubling 
and dud power-doubling lquadra-power) amplifiers 
provide the performance edge needed but all of these 
devices use high amounts of power compared to 
stAndard IC technology. In addition, most current 
franchises call for the inclusion of standby power 
capAcity. Even without this requirement, most 
opttrators will At lttAst consider using standby units to 
protect potential Pay Per View revenue. 

In order to detttrmine powering requirements, 
sample designs were done for several areas, of 
VArious densities, using the cAble and Amplifiers 
selected for the system. The test designs showed 
that, at best, a powttr supply would be required for 
each three miles of plant. In the very dense areas, and 
depending on feeder routing as determined by local 
physical requirem&nts, a power supply per mile may 
not bit uncommon. 

A high output power supply is needed for this type 
of system, so consideration in this cAtegory was 
limited to those supplies capable of 14 or 15 amperes 
of power. Due to the pole clutter of eKisting aerial 
utiliy plant the physicAl size of the supply also had 
some bearing on the final decision. The unit which was 
selected had a fiftnn amp rating and held thrRe 
batteries in the lower portion of the cabinet. This 
cabinet design WAS picked over an upper battery 
design to minimize potential damage to the power 
supply electronics by leaky batterits. 

In powering a system, United will usually load a 
power supply to 80,.. of its rated output. This .,pproach 
is used because it is felt that the supply is most 
efficient when loAded in this rAnge And also because it 
allows A little cushian should the future addition of a 

line extender or two be needed. Powering and power 
supply placement are both critical items in this 
particular design for a number of reasons. First, 
overall costs, both initial capital and ongoing 
operating expenses, can be significantly reduced by 
efficient powering of the system. Second, system 
passives, especially amplifier chassis, are not cape.ble 
of passing high amperage so extreme care must be 
used in selecting power supply locations within the 
plant. The total load of a fifteen amp supply must be 
nearly evenly split between the two outputs of the 
power inserter so that high amperage on the line does 
not damage passive devices. Power supply placement 
in Baltimore can be complicated by pole limitations. 
Consequently, the designer must be provided with 
exremely accurate strand map data to minimize the 
cases of power supply relocation due to utility 
limitations. 

STRAND MAPPING CONSIDERATIONS 

In a design of the size and complexity of 
Baltimore, the importance of strand mapping cannot be 
overemphasized. If the success of the overall design 
hinged on any one factor it would be this one. It has 
been previously noted that there are many unusual 
situations and difficulties facing the design of this 
plant, from extremely high densities to severe routing 
limitations to prohibitively expensive underground 
construction areas. The street crossing area requires 
very accurate pole placement and footage information 
to be designed. 

The strand mapping specification was designed to 
take into account all of the special problems of the 
Baltimore design. All footages had to be wheeled 
where possible or obtained by optical tape measure. 
Pole heights, where risers were Known to be required, 
were to be indicated on the maps. Accuracy for all 
measurements had to be within 2%. 

All streets, street names and alleys were required 
to be shown in their entirety. Street widths, as 
drafted, were to represent the actual right of way. All 
bodies of water, parl<s, cemeteri11s or any other 
physical features which could hinder routing were to 
be indicated, Railroads, highways and existing or 
potential crossings for both were to be shown. 

All homes were designated by address with lot 
lines indicated, Row homes were to be identified and 
actual house counts placed near the feeder pole. 
Businesses, churches, schools and government 
buildings were all to be shown on the mAps as well. 
The drafting specifications for all items were called 
out in great detail so that the final maps would be 
consistent and as readable as circumstances allowed. 
Accuracy in the drafting process, overlaps and border 
matching for example, was emphasized in the strand 
mapping spec. Because of the density and clutter, and 
because the greatest degree of accuracy possible was 
desired, a scale of 1"=50' was designated, even though 
this would mean a very large number of maps. Key 
maps were specified for a 1"=500' scale. 

Routing information was to be provided on blue 
lines of the strand maps. All possible routes, aerial 
and underground, were to be indicated to allow the 
gr11atest degree of flexibility to the designer. 
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Additionally, certain pole information, such as 
existing transformers or heavy drop clutt&r, was to bit 
shown so that redesign could be minimized, The strand 
mapping effort was begun well in advance of the 
d&sign so that a. solid base of information could be 
ntablished. 

THB: DESIGN CRITEFUA 

Because of the amount of information required to 
do the Ealtimor• design correctly and due to the 
numerous special considerations involved it was 
d&cided that a single document was necessary to 
provide a comprehensivlt r&ference for the designer. It 
was hop&d that this criteria would be thorough enough 
to give the answ&rs to any question which might arise. 
Using this resource the designer should not encounter 
time consuming delays when an unusual situation 
comes up. Further, the depth of the strand mapping 
information should minimize field verifications which 
would also delay the design. 

Design d&lay could not be tolerated in this project. 
Hakeready engineering was to be based on design so 
that only contacted poles needed to be engineered and 
rearranged, The smooth flow of maKeready depends on 
the accuracy and consistency of the design. The 
business plan and projected revenue flows are 
dependent on the scheduled completion of construction 
and design becomes the pivot on which all of this 
turns. 

The criteria had to incorporate a section which 
dealt with MDU's and row homes. Initially, row homes 
were to be treated as individual dwelling units and 
tapped accordingly but this soon proved to be 
impractical in some &reas. In the high density sections 
of Baltimore, dedicated tapping would have required 
upwards of 48 tap ports on each of a. high percentage, 
of the poles. The row home design method was changed 
to treat them similarly to apartment building, which is 
in essence what they were. Eased on the strand map 
information, each row home was to fed with a. single 
'hot drop' which would supply enough signal to a 
splitter box to meet the minimum level requirements 
for the number of units involved, Maximum level on 
any one drop was limited to 24 dEmV to help minimize 
future leaKage problems on the high level drops. 
HDU's were handled in a. similar manner. A chart w&s 
devised which called out the tap and splitter 
configurations required for any given number of units. 
Depending on size, MDU's were fed with either high 
level drops, feeder line extensions or trunK 
extensions. With all of this information available, the 
designer should be able to move through the dense 
population areas and HDU's with an absolute minimum 
of delay. 

The design criteria also called for specific 
treatment of the underground design. The designer 
was dirtcted to add specified amounts of footage to 
the design to account for the numerous risers in the 
street crossing area. Additionally, vault, manhole or 
pedestal locations were detailed as to cable looping 
requirements so that this extra. footage could also be 
added to the d~tsign. Wherever such information was 
avail&ble the strand maps were to indicatlt which 
streets containltd heavy subsurface materials so that 
these strtets could be avoided if possible. AgAin, the 
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idea behind this requirement was to mm1m1Ze design 
and subsequent construction delays dult to uncuttable 
streets. 

Tn• aerial portion of the criteria dealt specifically 
with the two design approaches. In areas where the 
second approach was to be used, as designated by the 
construction manager, all actives were to be located 
so as to be accessable from a bucket trucK. Specific 
items included in this section, to allow for the second 
approach, included bacKfeed limits, the use of and 
levels for high gain bridgers and line extenders, the 
use of trunK sized cables in feeder lines to make 
reaches and power supply placement. 

The entire design criteria document, when 
completed, consisted of some 35 pages divided into 3 
sections plus a 16 page Bill of Materials which 
detailed the allowable equipment for each design 
approach. 

The first section of the criteria dealt with general 
information and was prepared in the format of a 
summary of operating levels, performance 
spltcifications, cabl• types and attenuations and some 
pow~tring data. This section also contained a question 
and answer portion which supplied the designer with 
specific answers to certain situations which could 
arise. 

The second section was a detailed listing of all 
operating levels. These were given for the input and 
output of uch type of amplifier in both the forward 
and reverse directions. FeedermaKer levels, tilts, tap 
levels and feeder line equalizer specifications were 
given in this section. Also detailed are the amp 
equalizer specs. B:qualizer values are called out for 
each type of amplifier and a footage window is 
provided for each trunK equalizer value. Similarly, a 
table giving total passive losses for each value of 
line extender equalizer is given. Through losses for 
taps and other passives is detailed for both forward 
arid reverse design. 

Section two also provides detailed powering 
assumptions for each station configuration. Cable 
attenuations are called out for forward and return 
frequencies. All attenuations used in the criteria are 
maximum values rather than nominal values. TrunK 
cable attenuations are increased by a factor of 5% to 
allow for future aging of the plant. The use of trunK 
sind cables in approach two feeder design is covered 
in detail in this section and appropriate losses, 
without the 5% aging factor added, are given. 

The second section then provides the HDU chart 
for reference. Thermal equalizer usage and relevant 
technical data is detailed. The second' section is 
completed by inclusion of the published specs for all 
passive devices. 

The third section of the criteria begins with a 
narrative system description. This details exactly 
what the system is and the overall configuration to bit 
used, Amplifier types are called out and specified for 
location within the cascade or design approach. System 
performanclt specifications are given for the forward 
and reverse of both subscriber and institiutional 



networKs. Finally, performance testing and recording 
requirements are called out for the system. 
Procedures for the review and approval of strand and 
design maps arl! given. A problem resolution 
procedure, specifying contacts and lines of authority, 
is the final step in the criteria. 

The appendix contains two 8 page BOH 's which 
provide the designer with an exact list of eqipment 
which is to be used in both design approaches. Pricing 
is given so that accurate BOH 's can be drawn from 
finished design. 

SUMMARY 

Faced with a complex and technically advanced 
system in the city of Baltimore, a d1tsign specification 
which provides the designer with as much information 

as possible is an absolute necessity. The design 
criteria which developed as a. result and described in 
this paper meets that requirement. The Baltimore 
system can be designed in a timely and consistent 
manner using the methods specified in the criteria.. 
Accurate design of this system will result in a 
smoother and more cost efficient construction effort. 
The ultimate result will be a. cable system which will 
function correctly and provide the highest quality 
signals possible for the life of the plant. 
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